lyrics by Lynn Ahrens

Stranger from Big Fish (2013) — Andrew Lippa (b.1964)

별을 캐는 밤 (A Night of Picking Stars) — Jung Aeryun 
poetic lyrics by Shin Eung-Mun

마중 (On the Way to You) — Yoon Hakjun 
poetic lyrics by Heo Rim

Si Mes Vers Avaient Des Ailes — Reynaldo Hahn (1874-1947) 
poetic lyrics by Victor Hugo (1802-1885)

poetic lyrics by Heinrich Heine (1797-1856)

À Chloris — Reynaldo Hahn (1874-1947) 
poetic lyrics by Théophile de Viau (1590-1626)

참 예뻐요 (“So Beautiful”) from 빨래 (*Laundry*) — Min Chan-hong 
lyrics by Choo Minju

Flight — Craig Carnelia (b. 1949)
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